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 Instinct is inherited behavior. It is the part of behavior with respect to which animals are 

born fully educated. It is automatic and instantaneous in action. It is common to all members of a 

species; in matters of vital importance, all tend to act alike. 

 It is by instinct that birds build their nests, and that spiders spin their webs, and that ant-

lions dig their pits. They do these things without practice, without fumbling; they do them 

without instruction or example. The products of these amazing activities are like the work of 

skilled artisans: they are often of surpassing elegancy and beauty. 

 Instinct is as automatic as breathing. Like breaking, its component elements are within 

the range of consciousness, but they are for the most part unconsciously performed. William 

Paley defined instinct as “a propensity prior to experience and independent of instruction.” 

Pavlov calls instinct a complex of reflexes. Whether or not we can mark a limit on the 

boundaries of instinct, we can at least set down some of its characteristics. 

 Instinct is innate and ready for instant action whenever the necessary conditions arise. 

The snakeling on hatching emerges from the egg shell with its forked tongue darting and its 

whole posture threatening. The scent of a rabbit if wafted to the nostrils of a sleeping hound will 

awaken him out of sound slumber when loud noises, such as the rumblings of trucks near at 

hand, will not disturb him at all. Instinct has been a part of the animal since time began; and is 

ever ready for action. 

 Instinct is fit, that is, adapted well to natural conditions and suited to the environment in 

which it is found. Instinctive behavior has all the aspects of superior wisdom. By instinct the 

aerial adult dragonfly drops her eggs into the water where she herself cannot live, in order that 

her aquatic young, which she will never see, may find there a suitable home. The nectar-sipping 

butterfly that finds her food in flowers of many kinds seeks one particular kind of plant on which 

to lay her eggs; yet the plant is one that has furnished her no food. She makes no mistake, as we 

might, of botanical determination. The future of her species demands that she make no mistake at 

this critical point: her offspring will require that one kind for food. 

 A wonderful example of instinctive behavior is seen in the relations between the horse 

and the bot fly. The young (larvae) of this little fly live in the stomach of the horse and are very 

injurious, weakening, and sometimes causing, the death of the animal; but the adult fly, hardly 

larger than a house fly, is quite incapable of inflicting pain. It does not bite or sting. It merely 

buzzes around the forelegs of the horse, seeking to attach its eggs to the tip of the hairs on them. 

A little tickling sensation is the utmost approach to pain that it can give the horse. 

 Yet the great beast is terrified by its approach, and if free in the pasture, dashes for the 

nearest thicket and through the low herbage, thus brushing the fly aside; if in the harness, it will 

try to run away, and will be very hard to manage, as the farm boy may well know from 

experience. The horse behaves as if he knew of the harm that would come to him later, should he 

bite the hairs off his legs and swallow the eggs and should they hatch in his stomach into bots, 

and feed there as parasites. But he certainly knows nothing of the kind; he probably never sees 

the eggs on the hairs at his knees; he certainly knows nothing of the bots in his stomach, and 

nothing of the fly except its peculiar buzzing. However, having been born and created with this 

fear in his mind, has undoubtedly saved the horse from inevitable extinction centuries ago. 



 Instinct is blind; that is, it is inadaptable. Though perfectly suited to normal conditions, it 

may become utterly stupid and ineffective when those conditions are changed. The brooding 

instinct of the hen is a perfect example of this. When she has laid her eggs, she retires from 

barnyard society and, giving up her freedom, she sits on them for three weeks, keeping them 

warm with the heat of her own body Thus she incubates them; but she will sit just as faithfully 

on a nest of china eggs, if these be substituted for her own. 

 The behavior of the sparrow toward the cowbird’s egg is even more remarkable and 

significant. The cowbird finds a nest of sparrow eggs, throws out one or more of them and 

substitutes one of her own, but does not return to the nest. The sparrow then stupidly incubates 

the cowbird’s egg along with her own. After hatching, she feeds the interloper along with her 

own offspring. It is stated on good authority that sometimes, after the strapping cowbird infant 

has crowded her own offspring out of the nest, she will go on feeding it until it is well grown: all 

this, notwithstanding that the cowbird egg is quite different in appearance from her own, and the 

young bird still more different. The mother instinct is easily imposed upon. 

 A terrestrial “trap-door” spider that lives in a burrow in the ground, closes the mouth of 

its burrow with a circular lid. This lid is fastened by means of a hinge of spun silk to one point on 

the burrow’s rim, and opens and closes like the lid of a coffee pot. When threatened with danger, 

the spider attaches to the upper surface of the lid such trash and small vegetation as covers the 

ground round about. Its burrow is thus rendered inconspicuous. This perfect concealment tells no 

tales on the spider’s whereabouts. 

 This looks like planning and forethought on the part of the spider; but a little change in 

the environment will reveal great stupidity. If both the lid and a surrounding area be cleared of 

the trashy covering, the spider will gather more trash and replace it on the lid – but only on the 

lid, thus revealing, not concealing, the location of the burrow. 

 Instinct runs in necessary sequences, the successive acts being in a fixed and unalterable 

series. The method of a bird in building her nest is as definite as though she were following a 

blueprint: first the foundation; then the walls; and lastly the lining and decorations, with certain 

classes of materials having specified qualities of length and strength, of rigidity or pliancy, of 

plasticity or porosity, of smoothness or softness selected for each; with breadth of base, thickness 

of walls, height and depth and curvature within and decorations without, all predetermined. The 

fixity of instinct is shown by the fact that species may be recognized by the nests they build; and 

that satisfactory keys for specific identification are based on nests alone. 

 There is a little moth that lives as a miner within the leaflets of the gum pod tree. The silk 

spinning of this caterpillar is in two successive but inseparable operations. When the full-fed 

caterpillar emerges from its hole in the leaf, it first spins on the underside a mattress of silk that 

is stretched across a hollow area. This mattress at its edges is made of close laid parallel threads 

of silk with diagonal interlaced threads forming a thinner sheet of tissue between. The 

contraction of the threads on drying bulges the leaf upward, widening the cavity above the 

mattress. Within this space the caterpillar next spins about itself a close-fitting white silken 

cocoon in which to undergo its transformation. 

 If a caterpillar that has just emerged and is ready for spinning be placed on a mattress that 

has been completed by another caterpillar, it will not take advantage of the work already done 

and proceed to complete it (thus saving its own energy). It will not utilize the products of 

another. It must start at the beginning, and make its own mattress, as well as its own cocoon. 

There is no other way but to follow the established order, with each step conditioning the one 

next to follow. There is a necessary sequence. More of this in the next issue. 
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